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1 Introduction

The lexicon is the central locus of association between form and meaning.

The prior sections in this chapter focus on the lexicon as it figures in the

cognitive systems of individuals. The lexicon can also be viewed at the level

of language communities, as shared intellectual property that supports mech-

anisms of information transmission amongst individuals. This viewpoint is

foreshadowed by Hawkins (this volume), and sketched for linguistic systems

in general in Hruschka et al. (2009). Here, I consider the relationship between

the lexical systems of individuals and lexical systems at the community level.

The dynamics of these systems over time, rooted in their relationship to each

other, can inform our understanding of the lexicon, and of the entries and

relationships that comprise it. Tackling problems in lexical dynamics, in the

light of experimental findings and synchronic statistics, provides laboratory

phonology both with fresh lines of empirical evidence and with fresh arenas

for theoretical prediction.

The lexicon is generally assumed to list any associations between form

and meaning that are idiosyncratic and must be learned. Thus, it includes

not only morphologically simple words, but also irregular or opaque complex
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words, and collocations. Recently, it has been shown to include morphologi-

cally regular words as well (Alegre and Gordon, 1999; Baayen, Wurms, and

Aycock, 2007). The following discussion emphasizes words (whether mor-

phologically simple or complex), though frequent phrases also appear as a

source of new words (Bybee, 2001). According to the phonological principle,

forms of words (wordforms) are combinations of basic building blocks, which

are characteristic of any individual language, meaningless in themselves, but

meaningful in combination. Evidence has recently accumulated that, in ad-

dition to this abstract level of characterization, lexical entries also include

density distributions over detailed phonetic or socio-indexical properties. I

accordingly view wordforms as both detailed and abstract (Pierrehumbert,

2006a; contributions by Hawkins and Albright, this volume).

Do people use words? Or, do words use people? At the population

level, words inhabit communities of speakers in rather the same way as species

inhabit ecological niches (Altmann, Pierrehumbert, and Motter 2010). Al-

though some words die out, just as some species go extinct, the addition of

new words sustains the overall complexity of a lexical system. People both

borrow words from other languages, and invent new words by generating

names for new concepts (Munat, 2007). There is no corpus big enough to

include all the words of a language; as a corpus expands to include more

topics, more speakers, and longer time periods, new words are always found

(Baayen, 2002; Manning and Schuetze, 1999). Even the most stable core

vocabulary of Indo-European languages has been replaced as a rate of about

20 words per millenium (Sanko!, 1970; Pagel, Atkinson, and Meade, 2007).

Berko’s wugs paradigm demonstrated the ability of even small children to

invent new words through productive use of morphology (Berko, 1958), and

in adults, this ability is demonstrated both using the same experimental task

(Albright and Hayes, 2003; Pierrehumbert, 2006b), and through the statistics

of languages with highly productive morphology (Hankamer, 1989). Gram-

maticalization theory in turn reveals how morphologically complex forms can
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provide a source of simpler forms on the historical scale (Bybee, 2001; Hopper

and Traugott, 2003).

Like species, lexical innovations compete with preexisting forms to

survive. Words are viable only insofar as they are successfuly replicated. For

species, biological reproduction is the mechanism for replication. For words,

the mechanism is imitation. Children bring to the task of language acquisi-

tion fundamental drives to attend to and imitate speech patterns (Vihman,

1996), and to map word forms to word meanings on the basis of phono-

logical and semantical contrast (Clark, 1987). Through iterated imitation,

linguistic communities converge on shared names for objects and concepts

(Steels, 1995, 1997) and on shared phonological inventories (de Boer, 2000).

This population-dynamic view of the lexicon points to a nexus of cognitive

and social factors in determining the long-term dynamics of the lexicon (Ko-

marova and Nowak, 2001). I now review some general properties of words

and lexicons that are critical for the understanding of this dynamics. I first

consider the intrinsic nature of the coding system. Next, I discuss frequency

as the reflex of a word’s success and as an contributor to lexical dynam-

ics. Finally, I discuss possible mechanisms for new words to overcome the

disadvantage of their initially low frequency, and become widespread in the

community.

2 The phonological code

Words are replicated by being learned and then used later. The phonological

representations of words supports highly accurate replication – if this were

not so, then people would not be able to understand each other as well as

they do. But there is also room in the lexicon for new words. These two

characteristics can be understood by considering phonological representation

as a error-correcting code.

Phonology is a code because it represents the speech stream using
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sequences of elements from a finite alphabet. A simple illustration of this

fact is that blends of two words, such as celebrademic from celebrity and aca-

demic, do not average the wordforms of the contributing lexemes, but rather

sequence components from one lexeme with components from the other, or

common to both (Lehrer, 2007). In classical linguistic theory, the alphabet

was the set of phonemes of the language, defined as minimal units of lexical

contrast (Hockett, 1961). Though this conceptualization of the phonological

code has been updated by autosegmental-metrical theory, the central insight

that the code concerns informative contrasts remains. In what follows, I will

use the term segment as a theoretically neutral term for a phone or phoneme,

without commitment to its minimality or abstractness.

From the earliest days of information theory, speech scientists sought

to understand the information density of the phonological code, a literature

reviewed in Boothroyd and Nittrouer (1988) and Allen (1994). The basic

unit of information is the bit, representing a choice or uncertainty between

two equally likely alternatives. The smallest number of distinctive features

proposed in any phonological theory is 12 (Mielke, 2008), which means that

English would have an information density of at least 12 bits per segment if

all feature values occurred equally and in all combinations. However, mathe-

matical analysis of error patterns for speech perception in noise, with varying

amounts of lexical and contextual information, reveals that well-formed En-

glish CVC words contain only 10.3 bits of information in total (representing

a choice of one word out of 1260 alternatives) or 3.4 bits per segment on

the average. Phonotactically well-formed monosyllables (considering words

and nonwords together) have a greater information density than words, at 4.3

bits per segment. This reflects the existence of accidental gaps in the lexicon,

which provide spaces for new words to be added. Since 4.3 is still far smaller

than 12, it also reveals the great redundancy imposed by phonotactics and

feature cooccurrence restrictions.

In the theory of information coding and transmission, redundancy is
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useful for correcting errors. The redundancy in phonological representations

reduces the likelihood that a sloppy, erroneous, or poorly heard production

will be perceived as an unintended lexical meaning. Word error rates for

human speech perception in good listening conditions are neglible, and per-

ception in unfavorable listening conditions is surprisingly robust (Kalikow,

Stevens, and Elliott, 1977). Many individual words can be uniquely identified

even if one or more segments are missing. This is shown by phoneme restora-

tion experiments, in which people fail to notice that a speech segment has

been replaced by noise (Samuel, 1981), and by gating experiments, in which

people prove able to progressively narrow the set of lexical choices as more

and more of the word is provided, often achieving a unique identification

before the end of the word (Grosjean, 1980). Eye-tracking experiments show

that coarticulatory information is used as soon as possible (Dahan, Magnu-

son, and Tanenhaus, 2001). There is a strong lexical bias in speech perception

(Ganong, 1980), so that phoneme category boundaries for well-formed non-

words (such as zill and woot) are unconsciously shifted to perceive the most

similar real words (sill and wood). Morphophonological alternations also

have a strong tendency to operate within the discrete system of phonological

representation (Kiparsky, 1985), a behavior that supports error-correcting

perception and production for morphologically complex words (and not just

simple ones). This functional pressure is so strong that it can cause pho-

netically conditioned alternations (such as the assimilation of consonants to

neighboring vowels) to evolve over time to become more categorical, even at

the expense of phonetic naturalness (Anderson, 1981).

Redundancy is a reciprocal informational dependency, as discussed in

Broe (1993), Steriade (1995), and Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe (2004).

Elements are redundant to the extent that they can be predicted from each

other. Predictions can ensue from either positive statistical correlations

(known in phonological theory as harmony rules or constraints) or negative

correlations (known as OCP or Obligatory Contour Principle constraints).
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For example, in a language with coronal harmony (such as Chumash), the

value of the feature [anterior] for any given strident is largely predictable

from any other (Avery and Rice, 1989). A strong OCP e!ect on place of

articulation is found in the Arabic verbal roots. The presence of a consonant

at some given place in initial position strongly disfavors the occurrence of

consonants with the same place in second position, and vice versa. Frisch

and Zawaydeh (2001) demonstrate that such statistics are part of the im-

plicit knowledge of native speakers. Lahiri (this volume) puts forward some

examples of assymmetric informational dependencies relating to the featu-

ral makeup of segments. The interest of these examples lies in their contrast

with the main thrust of the experiments just reviewed on speech perception in

noise, phoneme restoration, gating, eye-tracking, and well-formedness. Over-

all, people make appear to make optimal use of available statistical informa-

tion, including the correlations that cause great redundancy in the system.

The primary source of informational assymmetry in speech processing is the

flow of time in on-line tasks, which causes some information to be available

sooner than other information.

In word phonology, redundancy is found at multiple time scales. At

one extreme, consider the avoidance of long words. English has some 43

segment types, whose crossproduct would yield 1849 words with two seg-

ments, 79,507 words with three segments, in short 43n words of length n.

But the overall distribution of word lengths is not exponentially increasing.

Instead, it is approximately log-normal (Limpert, Stahel, and Abbt, 2001).

Relatively few words are extremely short, but past the modal word length of

5 or 6 segments, the likelihood that a given phonological combination exists

as a real word becomes vanishing small as length increases. This result can

be derived by assuming that a cost function penalizes each additional coding

unit (Mitzenbacher, 2004). The experiment on wordlikeness judgments by

Frisch, Large, and Pisoni (2000) establishes the cognitive reality of this basic

observation. Feature co-occurrence restrictions within segments provide an
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example at the shortest time scale. For example, in Indic languages, stops

contrast in both breathiness and voicing (2 bits of information), whereas in

English these dimensions are conflated (providing only 1 bit taken together).

The nondistinction between /r/ and /l/ in Japanese has been particularly

well studied. The third formant is the primary cue for this contrast in En-

glish. Monolingual Japanese speakers have a poorer neural representation

of the third formant than English speakers do, but the neural representa-

tion increases if they receive training in the distinction (Zhang et al., 2009).

Such results indicate that phonological dimensions (not just phonological

categories) are acquired by language learners in a manner that reflects how

informative they are in the ambiant language.

The nature and interaction of dependencies at di!erent scales pro-

vides the motivation for autosegmental-metrical theory as an advance over

classic phonemic theory. An autosegmental-metrical constraint amounts to

a claim about a statistical dependency at the scale of the constraint. As

reviewed in Goldsmith (1990), autosegmental-metrical representations are

directed acyclic graphs that encapsulate these dependencies. The leading

idea is that dependencies prove to be local if the proper abstract units are

defined. Locality is defined in two ways. Metrical units, such as the syllable,

the foot, and the prosodic word provide the underpinnings for constraints

that involve a head-dependency structure. Tiers provide the underpinning

for constraints that pertain to a span without regard to headedness.

The cognitive reality of autosegmental-metrical constraints is demon-

strated by a variety of experimental paradigms, including speech segmenta-

tion, well-formedness judgments, error patterns, and memory e!ects. Suomi,

McQueen, and Cutler (1997) show that vowel harmony in Finnish is exploited

to segment the speech stream into words. Cutler and Butterfield (1992) show

that the typical trochaic stress pattern of English words is used in the same

way. Lee and Goldrick (2008), and Kapatsinski (2009) provide recent best-

practice examples of an immense literature on syllable structure. Both bring
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together multiple strands of evidence to compare the syllable rhyme and

the body (defined as the onset plus nucleus) as cognitively relevant units of

prosodic structure.

Accidental gaps in the lexicon are words that do not exist, but are per-

fectly possible. Autosegmental-metrical theory posits constraints on words

in general; these constraints are gradient insofar as the theory is statistically

fleshed out. In between the accidental gaps and the general theory lie a set of

phenomena that have recently provided critical evidence about the cognitive

representations. These are the lexical neighborhood and lexical gang e!ects.

The lexical neighborhood of a word is the set of words that are mini-

mally di!erent from it (see Frisch, this volume). Though the size of a word’s

lexical neighborhood is correlated with its overall phonological likelihood,

careful experiments have identified dissociations that provide an important

argument for a cognitive system with multiple levels of representation, includ-

ing both an encoding level and a lexical level (Vitevich and Luce, 1998; Luce

and Large, 2001; Thorn and Frankish, 2005). Lexical gangs are sets of words

with shared phonological and semantic properties that influence morpholog-

ical productivity. An example is the set of monosyllabic degree adjectives

ending in obstruents that accept the su"x -en, such as black+en, white+en

but not *green+en, *abstract+en (Alegre and Gordon, 1999). Gang behav-

ior can also be identified for groups of words with shared phonological and

semantic components that do not share morphemes in the standard sense,

such as glimmer, gleam, glint. (Bergen, 2004; Tamariz, 2009).

Experimental results on lexical gangs and neighborhoods show that

subsets of the full lexicon, defined as clusters of words that are particularly

similar amongst themselves, have pervasive force. The results support a

picture of the lexicon in which words are organized in a network, where the

links represent shared phonological and semantic properties (McClelland and

Elman, 1986; Bybee, 2001; Hay and Baayen, 2005). The same network is

explanatory both for speech processing, and for phonological abstraction and
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productivity. In processing, activation and inhibition of nodes over time ex-

plains perception and production as they unfold in time. Abstractions over

groups of word provide the foundation for constraints and for the creation

of well-formed new words. Can arbitrary groups of nodes provide the grist

for abstraction and generalization? Clearly not. All successful approaches

share the insight that the cognitive system forms abstractions from coher-

ent or natural sets of words. A central goal of the network representation

is to define the link structure in a way that makes natural groups appear

as connected sub-networks of the entire network. Evidence is accumulating

that the dimensions of similarity and comparison that define the links are

shaped by functional factors at all levels from the perceptual and articu-

latory periphery to general principles of cognition. For example Lindblom

and Maddieson (1988) and Lindblom et al. (1995) present typological data

indicating that the consonant inventories reflect a tradeo! of perceptual dis-

tinctiveness and articulatory complexity. The results of Albright and Hayes

(2003) imply that phonological material temporally adjacent to an a"x is

more relevant to the productivity of the a"x than material in more remote

parts of the word. Hudson-Kam and Newport (2009) adduce a cognitive bias

towards categorization of frequencies, e.g interpreting experience frequencies

as more extreme than they really are.

Though these functional factors are reminiscent of innate knowledge

in the classic sense of generative phonology, there are also important dif-

ferences. The di!erences arise because of the way that functional biases

interact with the replication dynamics for the language system. Slight bi-

ases can have large e!ects in structuring the system, because their e!ects

cumulate over time (Reali and Gri"ths, 2009). Under strong simplifying

assumptions, the system is even guaranteed to converge to the prior biases

that the learner brings to the learning task (Gri"ths and Kalish, 2007); but

as these authors note, the prior biases may either be innate to the cognitive

system, or be rooted in external factors. Under more realistic assumptions,
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social subgroups can prevent shared norms from emerging (Lu, Korniss, and

Szymanski, 2007) and oscillations and chaotic variation in the system over

time can also arise (Mitchener, 2003; Mitchener and Nowak, 2004). I return

to the challenges raised by these findings in the last section.

3 Frequency

Statistical learning is central to the picture of lexical dynamics presented

thus far. Word types survive to the extent they can replicate themselves

through the learner’s experience of word tokens (Nowak, 2000) and the ab-

stract generalizations that govern lexical productivity are also statistical in

nature (Pierrehumbert, 2003). Let us therefore consider word frequency more

carefully.

Word frequency e!ects are among the most robust e!ects known in

psycholinguistics. Less-frequent words are recognized more slowly and less

reliably than more-frequent words. They are more vulnerable under unfa-

vorable listening conditions (Kalikow, Stevens, and Elliott, 1977). They are

also more vulnerable to replacement on historical time scales (Bybee, 2001;

Lieberman et al., 2007). This last e!ect arises not only because they are less

well learned, but also because they are less likely to be learned at all. A

rare word may simply fail to occur by chance in the experience of a learner,

and in that case it will not be learned and reproduced for future learners. In

the aggregate, statistical sampling considerations mean that the frequencies

of individual words are subject to random walk e!ects over generations, and

that any word whose frequency happens to become too low will be irretriev-

ably lost. The random walk of frequencies can create morphological gaps

(Daland, Pierrehumbert, and Sims, 2007). It entails that the total number

of distinct words in the community lexicon would decrease over time, if new

words were not continually added (Fontanari and Perlovsky, 2004).

Word frequencies can vary by orders of magnitude across contexts
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(Altmann, Pierrehumbert, and Motter, 2009), and the context for early

word learning – the daily lives of small children – is di!erent from the con-

text for later word learning. Later words are only learned in competition

with earlier ones, obeying general principles of contrastiveness in form and

meaning (Clark, 1987). A new word will be learned only if the powerful

error-correcting mechanisms of speech recognition and lexical access do not

cause it to be recognized as a pre-existing word. It is initially encoded with

the phonological resources that the child commands at that time. Werker

and Stager (2000) find that 11 to 12-month olds require multiple points of

phonological contrast to successfully map new words onto new referent. A

fascinating series of studies by Storkel (2002, 2004) indicates that phonotac-

tics and similarity neighborhoods are dynamically redefined as the lexicon

emerges. This dynamics for word learning also predicts individual di!er-

ences in acceptability of nonwords as new words. Frisch et al. (2001) indeed

report that individuals with large vocabularies are more accepting of statis-

tically marginal nonwords. This might occur because unusual phonological

components of the nonwords are more likely to already occur in their vocab-

ularies. It might occur because phonological generosity is what permitted

them to learn so many words in the first place. These two possibilities can

be integrated into a more general and abstract picture, in which a positive

feedback loop relating vocabulary size and phonological encoding provides

the explanatory dynamics for vocabulary growth; see Munson et al. (this

volume) for further discussion.

Frequency e!ects play a large role in grammaticalization theory, which

documents a connection between synchronic statistics on frequency and word

length, and typical patterns of historical evolution (Bybee, 2001 and 2007;

Hopper and Traugott, 2003). Synchronically, more frequent words tend to

be both shorter than less frequent words and less subject to analogical pres-

sure. Diachronically, words and phrases that become more frequent through

semantic bleaching (loss of semantic concreteness in connection with usage
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as grammatical markers) also become shorter. A typical example is the rise

of gonna as a future (from the expression going to (Poplack and Taglia-

monte, 1999; Cacoullos and Walker, 2009). Now, frequent words are more

expectable than infrequent words. An optimal coding system is obtained

if high frequency words have logarithmically shorter labels than more sur-

prising lower frequency words (Shannon, 1948; van der Helm, 2000). Thus,

the lexicon is shaped by functional pressures towards uniform information

density, a functional pressure that is thought to be relevant for the linguistic

system at all levels. (Zipf, 1949; Goldsmith, 2002; Aylett and Turk, 2004;

Levy and Jaeger, 2007; Frank and Jaeger, 2008). Shortening words that be-

come frequent is desirable because it helps to optimize the transmission of

information. It is possible because frequent words are perceived faster and

more reliably even if degraded. It is implemented through articulatory re-

duction of wordforms that are accessed more easily through their frequency,

contextual predictability, and lack of close competitors (Bell et al. 2009).

The loss of internal word boundaries during grammaticalization can

further be interpreted within probabilistic models of morphology (reviewed

in Hay and Baayen, 2005). According to these models, lexical items with

meaningful subparts may be accessed either directly as wholes, or indirectly

through the subparts. This approach makes nuanced predictions about the

decomposibility of words and the productivity of a"xes (Hay 2002, 2003).

In relation to grammaticalization, the line of prediction is that the complex

form will lose word structure as a function of three factors: if its frequency

runs ahead of the frequencies of the parts, if the meaning is unpredictable

from the parts, and if hypo-articulation induces the loss of phonotactic cues

to the boundary. Gonna exemplies this pattern through loss of the motion

component of going, loss of the velar nasal as cue to a word boundary, and

its rise in frequency as it becomes a generic future. Overall, given that a

wordform rises in frequency, the observed phonological and morphological

trajectories documented in grammaticalization theory are predicted.
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But what might cause a word’s frequency to rise in the first place?

Words compete with each other in production, perception and learning, and

the results presented thus far all favor high-frequency competitors over low-

frequency competitors. A more frequent form appears more reliably in any

finite sample of linguistic experiences used in learning. It is more likely to be

learned earlier, interfering with later learning of lower frequency forms. It is

more reliably encoded and decoded. The first factor alone already predicts

that the lexicon will be simplified over time, and the other factors would

only serve to accelerate this trend. To sustain the overall complexity of

the lexicon over time, there must be a mechanism for newly invented – and

therefore infrequent – words to climb the frequency gradient and come into

widespread use.

4 Heterogeneity

In research on population biology and opinion dynamics, heterogeneity has

proved key to understanding innovation and diversity over time. Heterogene-

ity is the opposite of uniformity. For words, we need to consider both lack

of uniformity in the context and lack of uniformity amongst the speakers.

The niche of a word – analogizing to the niche of a species – may be

viewed as the thematic and social contexts in which it is used. In popula-

tion biology, the viability of a species is strongly correlated with the size of

its niche (Jablonski, 2005; Foote, 2008). An analogy can be drawn to the

viability of words by considering that a linguistic community explores an

abstract conceptual space through its discourse over time, and that a word’s

viability depends on establishing a su"ciently large niche (Altmann et al.

2010). Cattuto et al. (2009), analyzing the lexicon of tags on Internet social

networking sites, show that the typical growth rate for the number of word

types as a function of text length can be derived from a few simple assump-

tions: Each word has few semantic associates (relative to the total size of the
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lexicon), and the conceptual exploration by the community takes the form of

a random walk. In this picture, global frequency is a chimera and what mat-

ters to learning and imitation by individuals is frequency in context. Word

types that are very infrequent in general (averaging over time, space, and

social context) can be very frequent and predictable in particular contexts

(Church and Gale, 1995; Altmann et al., 2009), accruing in that context all

the advantages of high frequency.

Just as a genetic mutation can create a species with a fitness advan-

tage, a new word can have a fitness advantage deriving from the value and

importance of its referent. In studies of opinion dynamics, this type of fitness

is called an exogenous factor (in contrast to endogenous factors, which are

internal to the system being studied). Studies of recommendation networks

for YouTube (Crane and Sornette, 2008) and memes (popular phrases) on

the internet (Leskovic, Backstrom, and Kleinberg, 2009) indicate that exoge-

nous factors – such as new inventions, the occurrence of a concert, or the

timetable for an election – can cause surges of popularity in the expressions

used to discuss them on a scale of weeks or even days. When the value of a

product increases with the number of people who have already adopted it,

a small minority of users may define a tipping point for universal adoption.

Mitchener (2003) develops this line of analysis for language by analyzing the

replicator dynamics equations with a fitness function that increases as the

number of speakers sharing a given linguistic pattern increases.

Most challenging is the case of endogenous change, in which a new

expression gains traction without any real novelty in meaning or functional

advantage (as argued for gonna in Cacoullos and Walker, 2009). This case

can be analyzed from the point of view of the speakers, as the di!usion

of a rare expression through a social network. The links in the network

represent social a"nity, regions of the network relate to subcommunities

of the linguistic community, and adopting a new expression is similar to

adopting a new opinion. Mathematical methods similar to those use to study
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epidemics and catastrophic failures can then used to explore the likelihood

of an information cascade (a term introduced in Bikhchandani et al., 1998).

All current models of opinion dynamics that can generate cascades

from a small minority of innovators, in the absence of a fitness advantage,

depend on heterogeneity in the social network to do so. Baxter et al. (2009)

show that a neutral model of social interaction cannot explain convergence

to the current New Zealand norm with any realistic choices of parameters.

Watts (2002) and Watts and Dodds (2007) generate opinion cascades by

positing heterogeneity in the decision threshholds for adopting the new opin-

ion; their early adopters can be understood in the present context as people

who will use a rare new form because of its association with people that they

particularly wish to emulate. Nettle (1999) demonstrated that linguistic cas-

cading can be obtained by assuming that some highly connected individuals

are much more influential than other people. A more sophisticated model by

Fagyal et al. (2010) also generates cascading of initially rare innovations by

assigning disproportionate importance to input received from speakers who

are themselves socially well-connected.

Much work remains to be done in this area, because it is far from

clear that innovative forms typically originate from or socially close to well-

connected high status people. Indeed, the sociolinguistic literature shows

that linguistic change typically originates from lower status speakers (Labov,

1994). However, the models provide clear support for the idea that individ-

ual words are associated with indexical information in people’s minds. This

is necessary because people use words later – sometimes much later – than

they last heard them. Preferential adoption of words learned from certain

people, or characteristic of certain groups or situations, depends on long-term

encoding of these social factors. Indeed, experimental results demonstrate

that indexical properties, including speaker identity, are encoded and remem-

bered. (Palmeri, Goldinger, and Pisoni, 1993; Church and Schacter, 1994;

review in Nygaard, 2005) The long-term dynamics of the lexicon provides
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independent motivation for the conclusions of these studies.

5 Conclusion

The lexicon is a locus of creativity in language. When invented, novel forms

reuse in novel combinations the discrete elements of the system, whether

phonological or morphological. To be learned and adopted, novel forms must

compete successfully against pre-existing forms in the replicator dynamics, a

process of learning and imitation that is generally error-correcting, but also

exhibits a systematic bias towards optimal encoding in the relationship of

word length to word frequency.

Frequency e!ects, both in acquisition and in processing, predict the

steady attrition of infrequent forms and the steady rise of frequent forms.

Research on grammaticalization attests to this trajectory, including the pre-

dicted correlation of frequency with shortening. In the absence of additional

factors, the lexicon would simplify over time, but the creation of new forms

maintains its complexity. A new form must swim against the tide of frequency

e!ects, and it can do so by several mechanisms. It may be intrinsically ex-

tremely fit because of exogeneous factors related to its meaning. It may

cascade through the population on the strength of social factors. Mathemat-

ical models of cascading in related cases of opinion dynamics indicate that

cascading of a rare innovative word can occur if the social network is hetero-

geneous, indexical properties are encoded with words, and these properties

play a role in decisions to produce the word.
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